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Introduction 
The Frostbox Labs Remote System provides a fast and intuitive user experience for 
your Studer A80 and 144 Relays with a plethora of functionality in a compact form 
factor that fits anywhere in your studio. With a network backbone it connects to your 
normal router or switch and supports the use of multiple remotes in different 
locations throughout your facility controlling multiple tape machines and potentially 
other devices such as the 144 Relays. Remeber to keep up to date on future 
software updates and products and more on our website www.frostboxlabs.com. 
Please do not hesitate to reach out to us with support questions, user feedback or 
product and feature request on labs@frostbox.net. Thanks for buying our product. 
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Feature overview 
 

● IP network based complete remote control of Studer A80 reel-to-reel tape machines 
and 144 Relays audio router. 

● Full control of transport function with feedback from the tape machine to the remote 
including tach timecode. 

● Semitone based varispeed control (only if the tape machine is configured with 
capstan servo pcb 1.080.372 or 1.080.374 or 1.080.377). 

● Controls track record arming + repro/sync/input monitoring selection (depends on 
tape machine configuration). 

● Advanced auto locator functionality including play loops and head/tail guards to avoid 
fast winding the tape of the reel. 

● Set and display locator and track names. 
● Memory for recalling locator positions, track statuses, naming and more for each of 

your tape reels. 
● Control multiple devices using multiple remotes for control from different rooms in 

your facility or building remote surfaces with access to more than one page at a time. 
● Support control of noise reduction systems like the Dolby 361. 
● Supports all Studer A80s. 
● Push-of-a-button instant update procedure for both machine interface firmware and 

remote computer software if connected to a Internet-enabled network. This provides 
easy offsite support and custom software configuration if needed based on individual 
unit IDs. 
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Changelog for the system software and hardware components 

Version 1.1 released March 2021 
This release adds support for all features of the different Studer A80 switching code card 
types including input monitoring, auto input etc. On the remote side reel data can now be 
cleared easily and track controls have been redesigned for a complete feature set compared 
to the original Studer remote including remote enable sense.  Furthermore the hardware 
from serial number 200 and higher now provides control outputs for noise reduction systems 
like Dolby 361 and added accuracy to the varispeed circuitry plus an internal expansion 
connector for possible future modules.  

Version 1.0 released July 2020 
First release for the wider public roll out of the Remote system for both A80 and 144 Relays. 

Version 0.92 released November 2018 
Initial beta release for two local recording studios in Copenhagen for user feedback and 
testing out the systems hardware and software components.  
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System components 
 
The remote system consists of one or more small Machine Interfaces (MI) and one or more 
compact Remote Modules (RM) with 15 LCD display buttons that can interact with track 
status, tach based time code with auto-locators, transport keys, precise varispeed 
parameters etc.  
 

 
 
The installation is plug & play and the units discover each other over your tcp/ip cable 
network after a short boot up procedure. The A80 system will be delivered in 0 track (for 
2track A80R without track remote control connectors), 8 track , 16 track and 24 track 
versions. The user will need to provide cat5 cabling and a router (min. 10/100 Mbps ethernet 
speed) with DHCP server enabled which is the default out-of-the-box configuration for most 
routers. The system includes a custom hardware machine interface with firmware running on 
an ESP32 microcontroller, an Elgato Stream Deck remote panel, a Raspberry Pi single 
board computer running custom software, a wall wart psu for the Raspberry Pi. Furthermore, 
the needed cables between the Machine Interface and the tape machine are provided. 
Please see the system block diagram on the next page. 
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Raspberry 4B mini computer in enclosure: 

 
A80 16 track Machine Interface: 
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Connections and power up  
Setup is straight forward. Simply connect everything and power up and you are ready to 
remote control your tape machine. Here is the steps deatiled out: 

● Make sure your Studer A80 and/or 144 Relays is powered down. 
● Place the Stream Deck with the 15 LCD buttons where you want to control your A80 

for example in your control room and connect it to the Raspberry Pi single board 
computer using any one of the four available USB connectors. 

● Connect the power supply to the Raspberry Pi and then to your power outlet.  
● Place the A80 Machine Interface close to your preferably A80 just behind it. 
● Connect the Transport cable from the machine interface to the remote port 

(Centronics 36 pin connector) on your A80.  
● Connect the Varispeed cable from the machine interface to the remote port 

(Centronics 14 pin connector) on your A80.  
● If you have a Machine Interface with track controls connect the 6 pin tuchel 

connectors to each audio module remote connector of the A80 in sequence.  
● If you have a noise reduction system that should be connected to machine interface, 

connect it now to the 15 pin dsub connectors with the two red keyed pins. See pinout 
below which is identical to the dolby connector on the original remote. 

● Connect a network cable (cat5e or better) from Raspberry Pi to your routers LAN port 
(min. 100mbps). Make sure DHCP is enabled which is the default for most if not 
all routers. You cannot run the system without connecting to a network with a 
DHCP enabled router. This network does not need to be connected to the internet - 
this is only needed when doing firmware or software updates. 

● Connect another network cable from the Machine Interface to another LAN port on 
you router. 

● Turn on everything and wait for the remote panel to boot which takes approximately 2 
minutes. It will show the Network page and which machine interfaces it can connect 
to on your network. In normal circumstances there should be no need for any 
network configuration but if your machine interface does not show up go to the 
Network troubleshooting part of this user guide. 

● On your Studer A80 switch the rotary mode selector to "REM" on each audio 
amplifier unit. 

 
Now read on in this manual and make 
sure you go to the machine interface page 
to change the configuration settings 
needed for your particular A80 tape 
machine. 
 
This shows the Dolby connector pinout: 
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Basic use of the remote 

The graphical user interface of the remote panel is divided into pages that targets different 
functionality. Each page will use the 15 LCD buttons to communicate feedback to the user 
and for the user to input commands. Below we will briefly describe the functions on each 
page.

 

Network page 
The Network page shows up to eight machine interfaces available on the network with the 
Machine Interface type and ID and firmware version.  
Hold down the target key and press a Machine Interface key to select this as a new remote 
target to unlock all the commands. The Machine Interface key selected will lit up in yellow 
and now you can tap this key to go into the Machine interface page specific for that device. 
Furthermore the key in the lower left corner brings you to the Local page.  
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Local page 
On the Local page you can control parameters of the remote module and not the machine 
interface you might have set as remote target. This means that you can change settings 
related to the specific remote and its mini computer you are typing on. 
 
On the Local page you can hold the shutdown key to shutdown the remote panel mini 
computer securely. This takes approx 20. Second it is before it is completely off. To turn it on 
again disconnect and reconnect the power supply. We suggest that it is connected to a main 
studio power switch so it will boot up together with your other studio equipment or you can 
buy USB C leads with on/off buttons. Since the Remote panel runs on a LINUX RTOS (Real 
Time Operating System) there is a risk of corrupting the SD card (that contains the operating 
system and software) if you simply disconnect the power to the device without using the 
SHUTDOWN key. If your SD card gets corrupted contact Frostbox Labs and we will help you 
to reflash the SD card and tap in your license pin again. It always remembers all settings that 
have been made prior to shutdown. The change of corrupting the SD card by pulling the 
power without the correct shutdown procedure is absolutely minimal according to our 
experience. 
 
To update the remote panel software make sure your network has internet access and hold 
down the key for approx. 5 seconds. Now let it do the update and the remote panel will boot 
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up when finished. If no update is available the key will tell you this. This could be due to no 
internet access or that the newest software already is installed. Please only update the 
device if suggested by us.  
 
If you update the remote panel software or need to replace the stream deck a new license 
pin needs to be entered. The system will not let you connect to any machine interfaces and 
only show the local page with a red BAD sign on the license key. Hold down the key and 
enter in the correct pin which is 6 characters of 0-9 and A-F and hit enter. The system will 
now be ready to use again. Please contact Frostbox Labs to get your license pin if you have 
lost it. 

 

Machine interface page 
On the Machine interface page it is possible to set parameters specific to the type of 
machine connected as well as changing the machine interface device ID and updating the 
machine interface firmware. 
 
To change the machine interface ID use the plus and minus sign keys to set the desired ID 
between 1-8 and hit the MI ID button in the lower right corner. The machine interface will 
reboot and then the remote panel will show the Network page until the machine interface is 
ready again and it will get its new position on the Network page according to the newly set 
machine interface ID. 
 
To update the firmware of the machine interface make sure your network is connected to 
the internet and hold down the update key for five seconds. The update will start and the 
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machine interface will reboot and then the remote panel will show the Network page. The 
updated machine interface will automatically show up again when it is ready. 
 
For the A80 machine interface the following options is also available on this page: 
 
The SCC TYPE key should be set to your type of Switching Code Card in your Studer A80 
amplifier units. If you have a A80 MK1 toggle to set it to ".MK1". If you have a MK2-MK4 
machine and are uncertain which switching code card you have follow these steps and see 
this drawing: 

 
  

1. Turn off A80. Wait a minute to make sure all voltages are off. 
2. Slide out the Reproduce adjustment front module 1.080.889 on one of the amplifier 

modules. 
3. Slide out the Record adjustment front module 1.080.890 on one of the amplifier 

modules. 
4. Slide out the Control Equipment pcb 1.080.802. 
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5. You find the switching code card revealed in the bottom of the same socket. It is 
small at approx. 4 x 5 cm. 

6. If you see a soldered wire from the switching code card to the audio basis board then 
it is a .815 type. Else you need to take it out to read the number on the pcb. You 
might have to slide out the sync and repro preamplifier to get enough space to take it 
out. 

7. It is a good idea to check more than one audio unit ssc type since some A80 have 
been found to have a mix of switching code cards due to non-optimal servicing 
through the years. 

 
If you want the widest featureset like INPUT and AUTO Input you need the ".815" switching 
code card. You can by reissue 1.081.815 at www.soundlock.co.uk/product/1081815sl/ and 
retrofit in all A80VU MK2-4.  
 
This is the overview of the different scc types and possible configurations for the REPRO out 
xlr on the audio amplifier units: 
 

 
 
The 7.5/15 and 15/30 Type key needs to be set to the corresponding speeds indicated on 
the big round power knob of the connected tape machine. 
 
The Locate adjust key is a way to make the locating algorithm fit best possible to your 
machine og goes from -5 to +5 with 0 as default. If you find the machine interface makes 
your tape machine break too early when locating try to set this to a higher number. If it 
overshoots a bit try a lower number. With either setting your machine will locate to the 
correct spot but this setting makes it possible to do it as quickly as possible for your 
machine. 
 
The Max Speed key is useful to make your tape deck run slower to ease the wear on tape or 
for making the tape wind up nicer for archiving etc. The default setting is off and the top 
setting for keeping the speed down is 240ips. The machine interface will use the prober 
motor braking technique of alternating between forward winding and reverse winding to keep 
speeds around this max setting when winding and locating. 
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 .MK1 1.081.809 1.081.810 1.080.811 1.81.812 .815 

Unarmed SYN/REP SYN/REP SYN/REP SYN/REP SYN/REP SYN/REP/INP 

Armed SYN/REP SYN/REP REP/INP REP SYN/REP SYN/REP/INP 

Recording REP REP REP/INP REP REP REP/INP 

Auto Input N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A YES 
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The Speed key has now command when tapping but is simply a read out of the current 
speed setting of your machine (7.5/15/30 ips) and below the current speed which is common 
to be around 350 ips at max winding.  
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Top row keys for 144 Relays as remote target 
The top row will show status and commands for the current remote target and will stay active 
no matter what page you are in except if you are in the Local page. 
 
For the 144 Relays audio router there are now sub pages since the use of this device is 
straightforward and only has five different modes. The top row of keys is the mode selectors 
and when the 144 Relays has changed to the selected mode the corresponding key will 
change from yellow to green. 
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Top row keys for A80 as remote target 
The top row will show status and commands for the current remote target and will stay active 
no matter what page you are in except if you are in the Local page. 
 
For the A80 the top row shows the time code and each key will bring you to a specific page. 
Think of it as a navigator bar with time code. From left to right:  
Transport and varispeed page  
Track pages (tap multiple times to go from 1-8 to 9-16 etc.) 
Locator page 
Reel page 
Network page 
 
The Track pages key will show different icons depending on the type of A80 Machine 
Interface connected. It will show the same number of boxes as the number of tracks. Each 
box indicates if a track is armed (green box) or recording (red box) or no connection to the 
specific A80 audio unit (gray box) or connected to the specific A80 audio unit (yellow box). 

 

A80 Transport and Varispeed page 
The key in the top right corner with the arrow gets you to the Transport and varispeed page.  
Start by loading your tape reel on your tape machine and mark a spot at the start of the reel 
with splicing tape or use leader tape. This will be your zero spot and you will zero to this 
mark every time you load the reel. This is important for reuse of locators etc. ince their 
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timecode relates to this starting point. You can zero the counter on your machine and on 
your remote either by pressing the zero key on your tape machine or hold down the stop key 
on the remote for a few seconds. 
 
Transport keys are straightforward: simply push the desired transport key and the tape will 
start to move and the key will indicate with yellow what functions are active. To go into 
record first hold the record key and then push the play key. Do the same to punch out of 
record will keep playing the tape. 
 
Use the plus and minus key to set the desired varispeed amount and then hit the varispeed 
key to engage. It will turn yellow and show UNLOCKED. After approx. a minute it will show 
LOCKED with green background. This is due to an algorithm that gets a timing signal back 
from the tape machine and then corrects its varispeed output voltage to get as close as 
possible to the desired tape speed. Press both plus and minus at the same time to zero the 
varispeed amount.  
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A80 Track pages 
Tap multiple times on the track key in the top row to toggle through all up to 24 tracks in 
banks of eight. This toprow status key will show which tracks are record ready/armed in 
green and they will turn red when they go into record, white if there is no connected audio 
amplifier unit (or mode selector is not set to REM) or yellow if connected but not 
armed/recording. This color scheme is the same for the background of the individual track 
keys.  
 
To arm a track hold the HOLD TO ARM key and press on the desired tracks or the MASTER 
key for arming all tracks. They will turn green on the remote as well as on your tape 
machine. When you go into record they will turn red. Double tap this key to safe or unsafe all 
tracks. 
 
Tap the MASTER key to change the output signal for the first XLR out marked "REPRO" on 
the back of each audio amplifier unit. You can toggle through REPRO/SYNC/INPUT/INDIV. 
INDIV gives the possibility to select individual output signal for each track using the track 
keys. INPUT is only available for scc type ".815". Hold this key to enable AUTO Input which 
is only available for the ".815" SCC Type settings. This will switch the xlr out to input signal 
whenever the current settings doesn’t make sense like during winding. 
 
The track keys show different status and settings: 
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● Track name in the middle. Hold key to change the name.  
● Track number identifier on lower right corner. 
● Output setting REP/SYN/INP if MASTER is set to INDIV in a box in lower left corner. 

Tap key to toggle through the available settings which depends on what SCC type is 
set in the machine interface page. 

● Output status for the first XLR out marked "REPRO" on the back of each audio 
amplifier unit or NOCON if there is no active connection to the amplifier unit. This is 
shown in the top of each track key. For example if you are recording but you have set 
the master key to SYNC the tape machine cannot read out the audio with the record 
head to the xlr out since it is now recording. Instead it will give you the repro or input 
signal depending on you scc type and this status will be shown on the top of the track 
key. 

 
 

 
 
To name a track hold the track key for 2 seconds and type using the T9 style keypad for up 
to 6 characters. If you cannot put in any characters make sure you delete the current 
characters first. Press ENTER NEXT to apply and enter in the next track name or hit cancel 
if you are done editing track names. 
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A80 Locator page 
To set locator timestamp double tap the key when you are at the desired timecode for 
example during winding or playing. Tap it once to locate to the position. Hold the locator key 
to go into the naming page as explained under the Track page section of this user guide.  
Hold the HOLD TO LOOP key and press two locators in sequence to start a loop playing. 
The Transport page key will change into a looping arrow.  
Toggle through the GUARD HEAD/TAIL key to use the locator 1 and locator 8 time code 
positions as guards for not winding the tape of the reel by accident. 
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A80 Reel page 
The reel page is used for saving and loading reel information which includes locator 
positions and names, track names and varispeed settings. 
 
To save a reel hold the HOLD TO SAVE key and press the desired reel key. 
To load a reel hold the HOLD TO LOAD key and press the desired reel key. 
Hold the reel key to go into the naming page as explained under the Track page section of 
this user guide. IN the naming page hold the CLEAR DATA if you want to delete all data of 
the current reel. 
When power cycling the Machine Interface (or you tape machine as it gets the power from it) 
it will load an autosave version which means it will load with the settings last used before 
powering down. 
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Network troubleshooting 
● If you don't see your Machine Interface show up on your remote make sure that the 

led indicator on the power switch of the machine interface is lit up green on it is on. 
The machine interface gets its power from the tape machine so this will need to be 
on before the remote panel can see the machine interface. After it gets its power it 
will show up on the remote Network page after a minute or two. If not read on. 

● On the machine interface the "100Mb" LED should be steady on and the "NET" LED 
should blink with activity. If not try a new ethernet cable.  

● The "IP OK" LED will lit up when it receives it's IP address from the DHCP enable 
router. If it is not lit it means that it cannot get the IP address from router so you need 
to make sure your router is configured with DHCP server enabled. 

● The "CON" LED will lit up when a remote have the machine interface set as target. 
This all means that all four LEDs will be lit or flashing during normal operation. 

● Check that the two led indicators at the ethernet connector on both the Raspberry Pi 
are active. If not try another ethernet cable and make sure the router is powered and 
booted up correctly.  

● Try to reboot everything including your router (and network switch if you have one 
connecting in connection to any pieces of this system). 

FAQ 
 
What components does the system consist of? The Machine interface is designed and 
manufactured by Frostbox Labs and has an ESP32 microcontroller in its heart with custom 
written firmware. The single board computer used by the remote panel is a raspberry pi with 
linux and a custom software app that communicates with the remote panel which is a Stream 
Deck controller. The Raspberry Pie gets power from the supplied wall wart psu and the 
machine interface gets power from the Studer A80 over the transport, varispeed and track 
control cables. 
 
Do I need to use other devices to configure the system?  
No. The system is plug ‘n play and only needs a standard 10/100 router with two free 
ethernet ports and DHCP enable which is the default configuration for most routers. Then 
the remote panel will boot up and automatically find the machine interface after approx. two 
minutes and all settings are available on the remote module. 
 
What is tach time code?   
Tach time code is based on the tach roller just right off the pinch roller on your A80. So it is a 
relative position referenced to the zero point which can be set on your A80 or remote panel. 
The zero point on a reel can be marked with splicing tape for future zeroing when changing 
reels. 
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Can I use other computers than the Raspberry Pi 4b or Raspberry Pi  3b+?  
No. These are the only two supported computers. 
 
What is the USB connector for? 
The usb connector on the A80 Machine Interface is only for service use.  
 
Does it work with different voltages in all regions of the world?   
Yes. 
 
Will it make my poorly maintained Studer A80 sound better?   
Definitely not! 
 
If you still have any questions or issues please do not hesitate to contact us on 
support@frostbox.net We will normally answer within a day. 
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Legal disclaimer 
Technical specifications and appearances are subject to change without notice and accuracy 
is not guaranteed.  
 
Frostbox Labs accepts no liability for any loss which may be suffered by any person who 
relies either wholly or in part upon any description, photograph or statement contained 
herein.  
 
To the maximum extent permitted by applicable law Frostbox Labs shall not be liable for any 
damages whatsoever (including without limitation, damages for loss of data, loss of business 
profits or business opportunity, business interruption, loss of business information or other 
direct, indirect, consequential or pecuniary loss) arising out of the use or inability to use the 
Software, even if Frostbox Labs has been advised of the possibility of such damages. 
 
We have tested this product to the best of our abilities and designed it to keep latency in 
network messages and user interfaces at a minimum. We cannot guarantee that crashes or 
delays in network traffic or user interface will not occur but strive to make this a very stable 
user experience. 
 
Raspberry Pi is a trademark of the Raspberry Pi Foundation 
Elgato and Stream Deck are trademarks of Corsair Components, Inc. 
 
The following lists the licenses of free and open source software used unaltered in this 
product.  
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Software name: License: 
Raspbian Lite (Debian) Individual pieces are GPL licensed 

Node JS MIT License 
npm The Artistic License 2.0 

elgato-stream-deck MIT License 
Node-HID MIT License 
network-config MIT License 
sharp Apache License 2.0 
pureimage MIT License 
stream-buffers Unlicense 
forever-monitor MIT License 
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Thanks for reading all the way to the end of this document! 
 
Please send feedback, pictures and/or questions to support@frostbox.net 
 
Have a great show all! 
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